Abyss – A Dance on the Brink
With their second studio album “Abyss” Saint Astray won't remain on
the brink, but already rise in the title song, with a dark melody of a
sinister shoal. Expressive vocals, catchy keys and hard guitar riffs
dominate and underline the special character of this multifaceted work.
A face, the mirror of a soul tormented by dark thoughts, is descending
into the depths. The album cover is leading the way into Ever Ice and is
breaking beneath those who have chosen the wrong path. Like this, the
equally beautiful as sneaky Lucicry is bitten by a friend she tried to bite.
Instead of resting peacefully in the coffin, the victim asks his murderer
for an involuntary and eerily last dance on the grave, decorated with
candles and now bearing another one’s name.
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Being torn between good and evil - a fate that comes to the people
mercilessly and which runs like a threat though the Album. “Abyss” is
dedicated to those who break and those who cannot withstand the
temptation of the dark side.
Standing close to the edge, a man drops all masks and bears his true
face. And so ends the story in the last act of the album. With that, the
vicious circle is complete and the 27 Years of masquerade, rise and fall,
will start again.

Track List:
01. Years of Masquerade
02. Abyss
03. Lucicry
04. Ever Ice
05. The Golden Cage
06. Candle On My Grave
07. Crossroads
08. Sorrow
09. Eschaton
10. 27
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With dark, melodic sounds Saint Astray fascinate the dark scene and
deeply impress with gloomy texts about human depths and abysses.
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